LANXESS at Composites Europe, October 7 – 9, 2014, Messe Düsseldorf, Hall 8a, Stand D 30

Outstanding opportunities – lightweight design with continuous fiber-reinforced thermoplastic composites 

Cologne – At Composites Europe, LANXESS is focusing on Tepex, the continuous fiber-reinforced thermoplastic high-performance composites from its subsidiary Bond-Laminates. “Our intention is to highlight the enormous potential for lightweight design opened up by our composites. To this end, we are showcasing a number of examples from lightweight design in automobiles, sports equipment such as soccer boots, and housing components for the consumer electronics industry,” explained Jochen Bauder, Managing Director at Bond-Laminates. 

Tepex with multi-axial-oriented continuous fiber layers 
The new multi-axial Tepex semi-finished products are a real innovation highlight on the LANXESS stand. Bond-Laminates can produce them continuously in an industrial-scale process that enables the continuous fiber layers to be oriented at almost any angle in the thermoplastic matrix. It is even possible to achieve quasi-isotropic lay-ups. “The designer can now orient the layers of continuous fibers precisely to the flow of forces in the part. The resulting composite components are designed with great precision to suit the load, and are therefore lightweight,” said Dr. Christian Obermann, also Managing Director at Bond-Laminates. The new semi-finished products offer a great deal of forming freedom. Bond-Laminates uses special nesting programs to cut them into pre-contoured inserts for its customers so as to ensure minimal offcuts. 

New polyamide 6 for overmolding Tepex
The hybrid technology using Tepex with polyamide 6 as an overmolding material has already conquered a large number of series applications in the lightweight design of automobiles. Examples being exhibited by LANXESS at the trade fair include a seat shell, a brake pedal and an infotainment carrier. Durethan BKV 55 TPX, a new polyamide 6 reinforced with 55 percent short glass fibers and optimized for overmolding Tepex, will also be introduced. “It has particularly good flow properties while also exhibiting outstanding mechanical attributes. It also offers a large processing window and forms a material bond with Tepex,” said Dr. Martin Wanders, head of global applications development in the High Performance Materials (HPM) business unit at LANXESS. It has particularly good potential for very thin-walled lightweight composite parts with large flow length/wall-thickness ratios. 

Alternative to polypropylene in the DLFT process
In Durethan B 24 CM H2.0 (previously Durethan TP 173-007), LANXESS has developed an alternative to polypropylene in the DLFT process (Direct Long Fiber Thermoplastics). Compared to conventional polyamide 6-based long-fiber compression molding compounds, the melt of this heat-stabilized material exhibits much better flow properties. It can also be processed fume-free at extrusion temperatures of 280 °C to 300 °C. Unlike polypropylene, it can withstand the drying temperatures that follow cathodic dip painting (CDP). At Composites Europe, LANXESS will be showcasing a trunk recess for a German sports car that was manufactured using this material on a standard production tool for polypropylene-based GMT (glass-mat-reinforced thermoplastics). 
 
 
LANXESS is a leading specialty chemicals company with sales of EUR 8.3 billion in 2013 and about 16,900 employees in 31 countries. The company is currently represented at 52 production sites worldwide. The core business of LANXESS is the development, manufacturing and marketing of plastics, rubber, intermediates and specialty chemicals. LANXESS is a member of the leading sustainability indices Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI World and DJSI Europe) and FTSE4Good as well as CDP’s Climate Disclosure Leadership Index (CDLI).
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Forward-Looking Statements.
This news release may contain forward-looking statements based on current assumptions and forecasts made by LANXESS AG management. Various known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors could lead to material differences between the actual future results, financial situation, development or performance of the company and the estimates given here. The company assumes no liability whatsoever to update these forward-looking statements or to conform them to future events or developments.

Information for editors: All LANXESS news releases and their accompanying photos can be found at http://press.lanxess.com. Recent photos of the Board of Management and other LANXESS image material are available at http://photos.lanxess.com. The latest TV footage, audiofiles and podcasts can be found at http://multimedia.lanxess.com.

You can find further information concerning LANXESS chemistry in our WebMagazine at http://webmagazine.lanxess.com.

Follow us on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Linkedin and YouTube:
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